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Capital Construction
awaits capitol approval
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Like many construction projects,
the Capital Construction Plan is
experiencing delays.
The plan is a combination of
three bills awaiting approval from the
Illinois House of Representatives and
Gov. Rod Blagojevich that would fund
state construction projects through
state bonds, which would be financed
by a gambling expansion in Illinois.
If approved, SIUC would purchase
bonds valuing $65.6 million to finish the renovation of Morris Library
and begin construction on new facilities for the aviation and automotive
technology programs. SIU President
Glenn Poshard and David Gross, a
governmental spokesperson for SIU
in Springfield, have been talking with
legislators to provide the university the
first building projects in five years.
“I think it’s a matter of keeping
these things before the various legislators, and the various committees and
know who own the crucial votes,”
Poshard said.
The Illinois Gaming Committee
has scheduled a meeting to discuss
the gambling expansion for Oct. 17
in Chicago.
State Sen. David Luechtefeld, ROkawville, and State Rep. Mike Bost,
R-Carbondale, said they wished for a
revenue source outside of expanding
gambling. Both legislators said they
have voted against gambling in previous matters.
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Plagiarism
committee’s
findings to
be released
Thursday
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Kevin Davie, GIS Specialist at Morris Library, describes the plans for the rotunda located at the
northeast corner of the new addition. The room will be a comfortable place to read and lounge and is
expected to be a favorite among students.
“Gaming is not an expansion of
wealth, it’s simply a transfer of wealth,”
Bost said. “However, there is no other
source being mentioned at this time
that will actually generate the revenue
necessary to provide the capital payments.”
Gambling expansions include the

construction of two riverboat casinos
and a land-based casino in Chicago.
The expansions would provide Illinois
$13 billion for statewide construction
projects. Such projects include roadwork, school buildings, universities
and other state facilities.
Local governments interested in

receiving funds for K-12 school construction projects, such as a potential new high school in Du Quoin,
would contribute to the $12 billion
the national government has said it
would match.
See CONSTRUCTION, Page 10

Committee looks at Bill loosens wine laws
GLBT studies minor
The minor would be a consolidation of specialty courses already
being offered at the university.
“When we talk about the rich
In addition to the many minors
the university already offers, stu- diversity of SIU, we have a very
dents may soon be able to minor, long and very successful history
or at least receive a certificate, in with GLBT students, so I think
sexuality studies.
it’s a natural addition,” Curkin said.
A panel will meet today in the “It’s an effort through women’s
Student Center’s Mackinaw Room studies to provide a more gay incluat noon to discuss the feasibility sive environment.”
Associate Professor of Higher
of offering a minor or a certificate
in gay, lesbian, bisexEducation Patrick
ual and transgender
Dilley was the
Part of the discussion head of the prostudies in 2008.
Paulette Curkin,
ad hoc comthat’s going on is what vost’s
coordinator of the
mittee on GLBT
GLBT
issues from 2004
Resource to call it — sexuality
to 2006. The
Center, said Women’s
studies, queer studies, committee surStudies is looking at a
more current nation- GLBT studies.
veyed faculty on
al model to include
— Paulette Curkin the campus at that
gender, sexuality and coordinator of the GLBT Resource Center time to find out
women’s studies all in one area.
what GLBT-oriented courses were
“Part of the discussion that’s being offered and to what degree
going on is what to call it — sexu- they focused on GLBT issues.
ality studies, queer studies, GLBT They then wrote up recommendastudies,” Curkin said. “Queer stud- tions addressing academic issues
ies is not an uncommon term used around this content area.
in a number of metropolitan programs.”
See GLBT, Page 10

The findings of the committee
reviewing allegations of plagiarism
against SIU President Glenn Poshard
are set to be released Thursday following a special meeting of the SIU
Board of Trustees.
University
Communications
Director Mike Ruiz said the university would hold a press conference in Student Center’s Ballroom A
at 2 p.m. Thursday. Poshard, Board
Chairman Roger Tedrick and the
committee’s chairman Ramanarayanan
Viswanathan will be present to answer
questions at the conference, Ruiz said.
Ruiz said the report had not been
turned into Chancellor Fernando
Treviño and he assumed the report
would be turned in Thursday.
The D E analyzed Poshard’s 1984 dissertation in
August and found 14 cases of text
that appeared to be lifted directly
from other sources without citation.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
reported last month it found similar
but less severe cases of verbatim text
without citation in Poshard’s 1975
master’s thesis.
A member of the review committee said the panel’s report is not yet
final and Viswanathan did not immediately return a call for comment.
Joe Crawford can be reached at 5363311 ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.com.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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Paul Renzaglia looks over invoices in the tasting room of
Alto Vineyards. A new law passed last week allows vineyards to
ship up to 12 cases of wine to individual customers a year and
smaller vineyards to sell directly to retailers.
U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Danny Wenger
DAILY EGYPTIAN
October 2004.
Another aspect of the law
New legislation signed into allows smaller wineries to sell
effect last week by Gov. Rod their product directly to retailBlagojevich is part of a nation- ers without going through a
wide change to wine distribu- distributor.
tion.
Paul Renzaglia, one of the
The new bill states that owners of Alto Vineyards in
Illinois wineries can now ship Alto Pass, said the new law
as many as 12 cases of wine would help vineyards in two
per year to legal age individu- ways.
als anywhere in the nation.
The bill came as a result of a See WINE, Page 10
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CALENDAR

NEWS BRIEFS

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship

• 7 p.m. Thursday at Life Science III
Auditorium
• Topic of discussion is “Great Sex!”

Open House
and Field Fair

• 1-4 p.m. Thursday at the Student Center,
Ballrooms C and D
• Meet and greet School of Social Work
faculty, staff and students; learn what the
helping profession is all about and special
incentives for students

Discussion and lecture
with Media Analyst,
Author and Professor
Claude Robinson
• 4:30 p.m. Thursday at the Communications
Building, Room 1032
• No admission fee

HHH Costume Run for
the Beer! Downtown
Carbondale
• 3 p.m. Saturday at the 710 Parking Lot
• The Hash-House Harriers, An International
Running Club is sponsoring its monthly “5K
Run for the Beer!”
• This month the run will include costumes
and finding hidden little treasure pumpkins
• Cost is $7 runners should be 21 and older
• Contact Aaron Heller at 713-5231 for more
information

Kid’s Fest: Featuring
the 4th Annual Wiener
Dog Race and Wiener
Dog Fashion Show
• 10 a.m. –2 p.m. Saturday at Anna City Park
• Wiener Dog Fashion Show and Race
begins at 2:30
• To sign up your wiener dog for the
race or fashion show please e-mail
lindaober@hughes.net
• Other activities include: children’s activities, arts & crafts, games and prizes, face
painting, moon walk castle

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

POLICE REPORTS
James S. Moore, 22, of Oak Park Il, was arrested and charged with criminal damage to
state property and resisting arrest at 11:50
p.m. at the SIU Arena. Moore was taken to
the Jackson County Jail where he was later
released on bond.
A theft under $300 occurred between 12:01
a.m. Sunday and 9:43 a.m. Monday at the
Schneider Hall bicycle rack. A bicycle valued
at $96.00 was reported stolen. There are no
suspects at this time.
A theft of under $300 occurred between
2:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Monday at the Wall
and Grand bicycle rack. A bicycle valued
at $200 was reported stolen. There are no
suspects at this time.

CORRECTIONS
In Tuesday’s edition of the DAILY EGYPTIAN the
page 16 graphic “Elswick digs by month”
should have stated Elswick broke the record
for all-time digs with 1,356 on Oct. 5. The
DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets this error.
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

Police to disband
police unit under fire
for corruption
C H I C AG O — The Chicago Police
Department will disband an elite drug
and gang unit under state and federal
investigation for allegations ranging from
armed violence and home invasion to
kidnapping and plotting a murder-forhire, officials said Tuesday.
“The recent incidents involving officer misconduct have been disheartening
and demoralizing, especially to the officers who serve this department honorably every single day,” said interim Police
Superintendent Dana Starks.
Seven members of the Special
Operations Section have been charged
with belonging to a rogue band of officers who used their badges to shake
down residents and intimidate people. All
have pleaded not guilty.
One of those officers, Jerome
Finnigan, was charged two weeks ago
with plotting to hire someone to murder
another member of the unit to keep him
from talking to the government.
Starks said the SOS will be reorganized and all specialized units — including SWAT teams, the helicopter unit and
mounted patrol — will be organized
under one unit and closely supervised.
“We cannot monitor every single
police officer’s behavior,” Starks said. “But
we can enforce accountability measures
combined with a disciplinary process to
demand that members at supervisory
levels are held accountable. I am confident that this is a positive step forward.”
He said more officers will be assigned
to an internal affairs division to monitor
officers, including unannounced audits at
districts to follow up and monitor citizen
complaints.
Also last month, three members of
the unit were stripped of their badges
and assigned to desk work after surveillance camera video at a bar contradicted
officers’ version of a search and arrest
there.
Officers said in a police report that
they searched Reymundo Martinez outside the bar in March 2004 because he
was drinking on a public street, and
arrested him when they found a plastic
bag of cocaine sticking out of his sleeve.
But video from inside and outside
the bar, obtained by the Chicago Tribune,
showed more than two dozen SOS
members raiding the bar and searching
everyone, and showed them arresting
Martinez inside.
University of Chicago law professor
Craig Futterman said the police department’s announcement was not a surprise
and was an attempt to fix public perception of the police department, which
has faced numerous scandals in the past
year.
But he worries that “bad apple” officers will still belong to the department.
“A Band-Aid isn’t going to cure a broken system,” he said. “You’re just putting
the same officers in other units ... transfer
them and make them somebody else’s
problem.”

Family of dead teen
sues family where
drinking was allowed
WAU K EGAN — The family of a teenager killed in a car crash after attending a
party where alcohol was served is suing
the family that owns the home where the
party was held.
In the lawsuit filed Monday in Lake
County, the family of 18-year-old Ross
Trace alleges that his death was caused
by negligent supervision by Jeffrey and
Sara Hutsell and their son, Jonathan Tyler
Hutsell.
Trace and 18-year-old Daniel Bell were
killed after attending a party in the Hutsell’s
Deerfield basement on October 13th, 2006.
An autopsy determined Bell had a high
blood-alcohol level.
Jeffrey and Sara Hutsell were convicted
in July on charges that included endangering the life of child.

Deadline passes for
Supreme Court to
consider Whitlock case

C H A M PA I G N — The deadline
passed Tuesday for the Illinois attorney
general’s office to ask the state Supreme
Court to review the decision to grant a
61-year-old convicted murderer a new trial
in the 1986 stabbing death of an eastern
Illinois woman.
Now it’s up to prosecutors to decide
whether to retry Herb Whitlock for Karen
Rhoads’ death or to let him go.
“I checked with the Supreme Court,
they have received nothing,”Chicago-based
defense attorney Richard Kling said, adding that he hadn’t yet talked to Whitlock,
who lives in the Lawrence Correctional
Center near Sumner, about 150 miles east
of St. Louis.
The attorney general’s office had
until Tuesday to ask the Supreme Court
to consider the decision last month by
an appeals court to grant a new trial to
Whitlock, who maintained since his arrest
that he didn’t kill Rhoads. The 4th District
Illinois Appellate Court in Springfield
ruled jurors never heard key evidence that
might have led to Whitlock’s acquittal.
Deputy Attorney General Ellen
Mandeltort did not immediately return a
message left Tuesday afternoon.
Rhoads and her new husband, Dyke
Rhoads, were killed in July 1986 in their
home in Paris, about 65 miles southeast of
Decatur. Each was stabbed more than 20
times before the home was set on fire.
Another man convicted in both killings, Gordon “Randy” Steidl, was freed
from death row in 2004 after a federal
judge ordered the state to release or
retry him. The state declined to go to
trial again.

Obama: Only outsider
can bring change that
rivals haven’t
LONDONDERRY, N.H. — Democrat
Barack Obama says voters should elect
him president, “not because I have some
perfect solution” to pressing problems
but because he’s the candidate who can
get things done.
Campaigning as an outsider, Obama,
who was elected to the Senate three
years ago, acknowledged Tuesday that
some of his proposals aren’t that different from those of rival candidates. The
difference is that the others have had
years to turn plans into action.
“I know change makes for good campaign rhetoric, but when these same
people had the chance to make change
happen, they didn’t lead,” Obama said at
a campaign stop in New Hampshire.
A day earlier, he outlined an environmental plan that includes some goals
included in other candidates’ plans, and
he acknowledged Tuesday his health
care plan is similar to top rivals’ thoughts
on the subject.
“I would not be running for president if I did not believe this time could
be different, not because I have some
perfect solution that every other expert
and every other candidate has somehow missed, but because I believe the
American people are ready for a president who can unite us around a common purpose,” Obama said.
Obama, a first-term senator from
Illinois, is in a tight race against Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton and former Sen.
John Edwards in polls and fundraising.
He did not name them but said current leaders in Washington have failed
— a charge that earned him applause
among the mostly Democratic-leaning
crowd.
“That’s why America isn’t leading
when taking on the threat of climate
change. Washington’s failure is the failure
of a president who has spent most of his
time in office denying the very existence
of global warming, suggesting that it
might be a hoax,” Obama said.
On one specific energy matter that is
important to many in New Hampshire, he
would not pledge to stop all new nuclear
power plants.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
71°

THURSDAY
High
64°

FRIDAY
High
68°

SATURDAY
High
71°

SUNDAY
High
74°

MONDAY
High
77°

TUESDAY
High
74°

Low
45°

Low
41°

Low
42°

Low
46°

Low
54°

Low
53°

Low
51°

Mostly sunny
and cooler

Partly sunny

Sunny to partly
cloudy

Mostly sunny
and nice

Mostly sunny
and pleasant

Partly sunny,
nice and warm

Sunshine and
patchy clouds
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School of Music caters to kids
Program brings live music to children
Allison Petty

Tuesday’s concert featured five
members of the Southern Illinois
Symphony Orchestra performParents searching for ways to ing “Amazing Grace,” a medley of
entertain toddlers could try pacifi- Beatles’ songs and selections from
ers, Tickle-Me-Elmos and a brass the opera “Carmen.”
quintet that plays “Hey Jude.”
Some parts of the performance
About 100 newborn to 5-year- were interactive.
Jered Montgomery, a senior
old children listened, clapped, and
danced as the Southern Illinois from Mulkeytown studying trumSymphony Orchestra brass quintet pet performance, instructed the
children to march
played Tuesday
during Klassics
during parts of
for
the opera and
Kids,
a We’ve had really great
monthly
proclap during “Hey
attendance and the kids
Jude.”
gram that allows
young children are taken in; it’s something
“I had a blast,”
to experience live
Montgomery
classical and jazz new. A lot of them have
said. “I think
music.
never seen the instruments it’s a great thing
that Ed and
The program,
which was cre- that are there and usually Kara
Benyas
put together to
ated three years they’re just kind of in awe
ago by symphony
introduce kids to
director Edward of what they see and hear. what they might
Benyas and his
not be exposed
wife, Kara, fea— Kara Benyas to on a daily
School of Music lecturer basis.”
tures concerts by
Benyas said
both student and
she and her husband were inspired
professional musicians.
Children sing, listen to a variety to start the program three years
of music and learn about instru- ago. They wanted to expose their
daughter, who was 2 years old at
ments, Kara Benyas said.
“We’ve had really great atten- the time, to live music but could
dance and the kids are taken in; it’s only find evening performances.
something new,” she said. “A lot of
As a solution, they organized
them have never seen the instru- Klassics for Kids.
Concerts take place one Tuesday
ments that are there and usually
they’re just kind of in awe of what each month at 10 a.m. in Altgeld
Hall. Performers may be profesthey see and hear.”
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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De’Marion Owen, 4, listens to an improvised music instrument during the Klassics for Kids Tuesday
morning at Altgeld Hall. Klassics for Kids is a music program to introduce children to classical and jazz
music.
sional or students from the School
of Music. Different types of music
are played at each concert.
Christina
Cannova
of
Carbondale said she has brought
her two daughters since the program started.
The girls, ages 2 and 5, look
forward to the concerts each month
and want to play instruments one
day, Cannova said.

Community support for the
program has been overwhelming,
Benyas said.
“We’ll just be out eating or
something, and people will come
up to us and say, ‘Thank you for
putting this program on,’” Benyas
said.
Montgomery said he thought
the program was a good way to
correct misperceptions of classical

music.
“Classical music is for everyone. It doesn’t have to be for rich
patrons,” Montgomery said. “It can
be for common people, too, and
through experiences like this, we
try to tell people about that.”
Allison Petty can be reached at 5363311 ext. 259 or apetty@siu.edu.
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All 10 bodies found in
Washington crash

WHITE PASS, Wash. (AP) — Searchers
combing through wreckage Tuesday found
the last three victims among 10 killed when
their plane crashed in Washington’s rugged
central Cascade Range on their way home
from a skydiving event.
Bodies of seven of the 10 people aboard
were found Monday. Recovery crews found
the rest on Tuesday, said Nisha Marvel,
spokeswoman for the state Department of
Transportation’s aviation division.
“It’s rough, rugged terrain, and it took
about 35 volunteers to comb that recovery
area today to find the remaining passengers,” Marvel said.
The debris at the remote crash site indicated that the Cessna Caravan 208 went
down in a steep nosedive, Yakima County
Sheriff Ken Irwin told a news conference at
a command center.
The plane left Star, Idaho, near Boise, on
Sunday evening en route to Shelton, Wash.,
northwest of Olympia, but did not arrive. It
had been returning from a skydiving meet
in Idaho when it disappeared.
It was not immediately clear what
caused the plane to crash.
The plane crashed just east of the crest
of the Cascades, about five miles south
of White Pass and on the edge of the
Goat Rocks Wilderness, said Wayne Frudd
of Yakima County Search and Rescue. The
crash site is about 25 miles southeast of
Mount Rainier.
“I’m told it was a horrific sight and the
airplane crashed at a fairly high speed,”
said Jim Hall, director of Yakima Valley
Emergency Management.
The wreckage was found about an
hour after dark Monday by searchers on
the ground following the smell of fuel.

P     

250 killed in 4 days
of battles in Pakistan
— deadliest clashes
since 2001

MIRAN SHAH, Pakistan (AP) — Pakistani
aircraft bombed a village bazaar packed
with shoppers near the Afghan border
Tuesday, pushing the death toll to 250 in
four days of fighting — the deadliest clashes since Pakistan threw its support behind
the U.S.-led war on terror in 2001.
The attack on Epi village in the North
Waziristan tribal region killed dozens of
militants and civilians — deaths that are
likely to harden domestic opposition to
President Gen. Pervez Musharraf’s alliance
with Washington.
The bazaar was crowded with people buying food to break their daylong
Ramadan fast when it was rocked by a
dozen explosions that destroyed shops and
nearby homes, residents said. Abdul Sattar,
a grocery shop owner, said he counted
more than 60 dead and more than 150
wounded, including many civilians. Many
of the victims were mutilated.
The fighting broke out in North
Waziristan on Saturday after a roadside
bomb hit a truckload of paramilitary troops,
sparking bitter clashes. The bodies of dozens of soldiers, many with their throats slit,
have been recovered from deserted areas
of the region, fleeing residents said.
The violence comes as Musharraf tries
to secure another term as president, vowing to shore up Pakistan’s effort against
Islamic extremism, particularly in its border
regions where Osama bin Laden and his
deputy Ayman al-Zawahri are suspected
to hide.

N    K    

N. Korea marks first
nuclear anniversary
with praise for Kim

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — North
Korea marked the first anniversary of its
nuclear test Tuesday with calls on the
country’s poverty-stricken population to
rally around leader Kim Jong Il, praised by
state media for pulling off a “truly great
miracle.”
Japan’s Cabinet, meanwhile, approved
plans to extend economic sanctions over
the test for another six months. The sanctions — including banning the import of
North Korean goods and closing Japanese
ports to the communist nation’s ships —
were to expire in mid-October.
The Oct. 9, 2006, test sent tensions
spiraling in the standoff over North Korea’s
nuclear program. But it also prompted the
U.S. to soften its policy toward North Korea,
paving the way for steps toward a goal of
dismantling the North’s nuclear program.
The North’s main Rodong Sinmun
newspaper ran a lengthy editorial Tuesday
to mark the anniversary, imploring the
country’s 23 million people to rally around
Kim, the official Korean Central News
Agency said.

News

Australian security guards kill 2 in Baghdad
Iraq bemoans
‘reckless” shooting
Kim Gamel

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD (AP) — Guards
working for an Australian-owned
security company fired on a car as
it approached their convoy Tuesday,
killing two women civilians before
speeding away from the latest bloodshed blamed on the deadly mix of
heavily armed protection details on
Baghdad’s crowded streets.
The deaths of the two Iraqi
Christians — including one who used
the white sedan as an unofficial taxi to
raise money for her family — came a
day after the Iraqi government handed U.S. officials a report demanding
hefty payments and the ouster from
Iraq of embattled Blackwater USA
for a chaotic shooting last month that
left at least 17 civilians dead.
The deaths Tuesday at a Baghdad
intersection may sharpen demands to
curb the expanding array of security
firms in Iraq watching over diplomats, aid groups and others.

“We deeply regret this incident,”
said a statement from Michael
Priddin, the chief operating officer
of Unity Resources Group, a security
company owned by Australian partners but with headquarters in Dubai
in the United Arab Emirates.
Priddin said the company would
disclose more details of the shooting
after “the facts have been verified and
the necessary people and authorities
notified.” Priddin would not comment on whether his guards killed
the women.
But initial accounts — from company statements, witnesses and others
— suggested the guards opened fire
as the car failed to heed warnings to
stop and drifted closer to the convoy near a Unity facility in central
Baghdad’s Karrahah district.
Four armored SUVs — three
white and one gray — were about
100 yards from a main intersection
in the Shiite-controlled district. As
the car, a white Oldsmobile, moved
into the crossroads, the Unity guards
threw a smoke bomb in an apparent
bid to warn the car not to come closer,
said Riyadh Majid, an Iraqi policeman who saw the shooting.

Two of the Unity guards then
opened fire. The woman driving the
car tried to stop, but was killed along
with her passenger. Two of three people in the back seat were wounded.
Priddin’s statement offers a similar
account: “The first information that
we have is that our security team
was approached at speed by a vehicle
which failed to stop despite an escalation of warnings which included
hand signals and a signal flare. Finally
shots were fired at the vehicle and it
stopped.”
Iraqi police investigators said they
collected 19 spent 5.56mm shell casings, ammunition commonly used
by U.S. and NATO forces and most
Western security organizations. The
pavement was stained with blood and
covered with shattered glass from the
car windows.
Majid said the convoy raced away
after the shooting. Iraqi police came
to collect the bodies and tow the car
to the local station.
A second policeman, who spoke
on condition of anonymity because
he feared retribution, said the guards
were masked and wearing khaki uniforms. He said one of them left the

vehicle and started to shoot at the car
while another opened fire from the
open back door of a separate SUV.
The victims were identified by
relatives and police as Marou Awanis,
born in 1959, and Geneva Jalal, born
in 1977. Awanis’ sister-in-law, Anahet
Bougous, said the woman had been
using her car to drive government
employees to work to help raise
money for her three daughters. Her
husband died during heart surgery
last year.
“These are innocent people killed
by people who have no heart or consciousness. The Iraqi people have no
value to them,” said a man who was
part of a group of relatives gathered
with a Christian priest at the local
police station.
Iraqi anger has grown against the
private security companies — nearly
all based in the United States, Britian
and other Western countries — as
symbols of the lawlessness that has
ravaged their country for more than
four years.
Ali al-Dabbagh, Iraq’s government
spokesman, said: “Today’s incident is
part of a series of reckless actions by
some security companies.”

Devlin pleads guilty
in kidnapping case
Christopher Leonard
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLAYTON, Mo. — The horror faced by two boys abducted in
rural Missouri was revealed Tuesday
in court, where their captor pleaded
guilty and prosecutors said a video
showing him torture one of them
underlines why he should die in
prison.
Michael Devlin offered no apologies but shed light on why one of his
victims stayed with him more than
four years: The terrorized boy cut a
deal just as Devlin was beginning to
strangle him.
“This boy made this contract, this
deal with the devil, only to survive,”
Washington County prosecutor John
Rupp said.
Devlin abducted the second
boy early this year, days before both
victims were discovered alive in his
apartment in a St. Louis suburb.
Devlin received dozens of life sentences after his pleas in Washington
and St. Louis counties Tuesday. He
pleaded guilty in Franklin County on
Monday and is to appear in federal
court on Wednesday.
The hearings were part of an elaborate deal his attorneys struck in the
four jurisdictions, where Devlin was
charged with more than 80 counts,
including sexual assault, kidnapping
and attempted murder.
Devlin said through his attorneys that he accepted his punish-

ment because he knew what he did
was wrong — a statement quickly
dismissed by prosecutors and the
boys’ families.
“He pleaded guilty because he
does not want the world to know
the full extent of what he did,” said
St. Louis County prosecutor Robert
McCulloch.
During the Washington County
hearing, Devlin admitted in graphic detail how he abducted Shawn
Hornbeck in 2002 and described the
point at which Shawn apparently
turned from a kidnap victim into a
powerless captive.
Several feet away, Shawn’s parents
wept.
After the boy, then 11, was abducted at gunpoint while riding his bike
in rural Washington County, Devlin
took him to his apartment in suburban St. Louis and repeatedly sexually
assaulted him. Days later, Devlin took
Shawn back to Washington County
in his pickup truck, apparently intent
on killing the boy.
He said he pulled Shawn from
his truck and began to strangle him.
Shawn resisted.
“I attempted to kill (Shawn) and
he talked me out of it,” Devlin said
Tuesday.
Devlin stopped the choking, but
then sexually assaulted the boy again.
Prosecutors say it was at that point
that Shawn told Devlin he would
do whatever was asked of him to
stay alive.

R ED H UBER ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Space Shuttle Discovery (STS-120) astronauts, from left,
Commander Pamela Melroy, Pilot George Zamka, Scott
Parazynski, Stephanie Wilson, Doug Wheelock, Paolo
Nespoli, Euorpean Space Agency and Daniel Tani answer
questions Tuesday at Launch Complex 39A, at Kennedy Space
Center, Florida, as they participate in a launch rehearsal.

Orange County bishop waives arraignment at hearing
Gillian Flaccus

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTA ANA, Calif. — A judge
began criminal contempt-of-court
proceedings Tuesday against the
Roman Catholic bishop of Orange
County in a highly unusual hearing that marks the first time a U.S.
bishop could face jail time in the
church sex abuse scandal.
Bishop Tod D. Brown waived his
arraignment for allegedly violating a
court order when he sent Msgr. John
Urell, a high-ranking church official,
out of the country before he could
complete his testimony in a lawsuit.
He could face a range of punishments from a verbal reprimand to
jail time if found in contempt.

Plaintiff ’s lawyers had expected
Orange County Superior Court
Judge Gail Andler to dismiss their
contempt filing because the sexual
abuse lawsuit that led to it was one
of four sexual abuse lawsuits settled
last week by the Diocese of Orange
for a total of nearly $7 million.
The bishop’s attorney, Peter
Callahan, said outside court they
wanted to go forward to “clear the
bishop’s name.”
Andler allowed attorneys from
both sides to deliver their opening
statements before postponing the
rest of the hearing until Dec. 3.
She ordered a subpoena on Urell to
remain in effect until then.
Venus Soltan, a plaintiff ’s attor-

ney, accused Brown in court of
sending Urell away because he had
critical evidence about the diocese’s
handling of sexual abuse that the
bishop wanted to suppress. Urell
was sent to the Southdown Institute
in Ontario, Canada, on Sept. 6, a
week after he broke down during
his deposition.
“When Msgr. Urell was there for
half a day, he couldn’t take it because
he was too upset about having to
testify about hiding all these allegations,” she said. “This is plain and
simply hiding the facts.”
Callahan said there was no evidence a court order was in effect
when Brown sent Urell away.
He said that Urell specialized

in clergy sexual abuse allegations
and knew nothing about the current case, which involved allegations
that a lay assistant basketball coach
molested a then-16-year-old girl at
Mater Dei High School, one of two
high schools the diocese oversaw.
The plaintiff is now 27.
“I was disappointed that the
judge didn’t rule. We were hoping
that the bishop would have the
opportunity to exonerate himself by
telling the truth but he didn’t get the
opportunity,” he said.
Brown said after the hearing
that he did not violate a court order
and that he was motivated only by
his concern for Urell, who needed
immediate treatment.
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City considers grants for fixer uppers
City Council
scheduled to vote
at Oct. 16 meeting
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

As SIUC struggles with enrollment, Carbondale wonders what to
do with the extra housing students
once occupied.
City Council members are scheduled to vote on an ordinance proposed by city manager Jeff Doherty
that would grant $5,000 and waive
applicable fees for homebuyers converting a rental property into a singlefamily home. The ordinance states an
owner must occupy the home for the
next ten years.
Doherty said campus housing did
not keep pace with SIUC’s enrollment expansion in the ‘50s and ‘60s
during the Oct. 2 City Council meet-

ing. Rental properties began appear- from the general revenue.
Marie Blankenship, a citizen
ing in Carbondale to meet the high
demand of housing. However, the of Carbondale, said at the meetrecent decrease in enrollment and ing, the ordinance would force curcontinued development of student rent rental home tenants out of their
rental properties has left rental houses units. Mayor Brad Cole said the act
vacated.
would not force anyone to relocate.
Sandy Litecky, president of the Blankenship could not be reached for
Arbor District, said students might further comment.
be opting out of rental homes for
Litecky said city inspectors
modern utilities in newer facilities reviewed a rental property on James
Street in June
such as cable TV
and high speed
2006. A secInternet.
ond inspection
“Everybody is Everybody is entitled to
in the followentitled to decent decent housing, and some ing September
resulted in one
housing,
and
some of the stu- of the student housing is in and a half pages of
health and safety
dent housing is in pretty bad shape.
code
violations.
pretty bad shape,”
— Sandy Litecky
President of Arbor District The list included
Litecky said.
The ordinance
improper septic
presented to the City Council did not drainage and wiring problems.
specify where the $5,000 grant would
Properties such as the James
come from in the budget. In response Street residence may be the reason
to a question from the audience at the Doherty proposed an ordinance to
meeting, Doherty said it would come charge landlords a yearly $35 per
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rental unit license fee. The fees would
finance a mandatory inspection by
city officials every three years. The
licensing fee ordinance is also on the
agenda for the Oct. 16 City Council
meeting.
Council members have approved
building permits for 1,124 new dwelling units since 2004. Such a growth
in new student housing may take the
pressure off of traditional single-family housing, Doherty said.
The City Council approved an
action to run city water mains to
Reserve at Saluki Pointe, a new student-housing complex, at the Sept.

18 meeting.
Complexes like Reserve at Saluki
Pointe are one of the reasons the number of vacant homes in Carbondale is
on the rise, Litecky said. An empty
home may lead to other problems for
the neighborhood, such as increase
in crime.
“It’s a matter of safety, I think, for
students. It’s not necessarily good for
them to live next to a vacant house for
those reasons,” Litecky said.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at 5
36-3311 ext. 274 or barton.
lorimor@siude.com.
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awmakers and Ameren
have struggled to agree
on a solution that would
help customers transition their
budgets after a 10-year rate
freeze expired in January.
Notably, more than $120
million in rebates have recently
hit customers’ mailboxes to
counter the 40-percent in rate
hikes. Vouchers worth $85
or more have added a small
but cushy balance to some
customers’ checkbooks.
But on Thursday, Ameren
announced it would begin
cutting power from those who
haven’t been keeping up with
their bills – leaving them in
more that just the red.
Low-income home energy
assistance programs such as the
Western Egyptian Economic
Opportunity Council are
available to help get people who
are behind in their payments
back on track. But coordinator
John Stewardson said they
could only help people who
have already lost their power.
Individuals who seek out
such assistance are most likely
already experiencing the
consequences of not paying
the bills. Delinquent accounts
are reported to credit bureaus,
which usually leaves these

people living in the wake of bad
credit for years.
Take away their power
too, and it’s almost like being
punished twice for the same
crime.
This isn’t about someone’s
cell phone being shut off
or a magazine subscription
being canceled: This is about
electricity, something no one
in modern society can arguably
live without. Companies that
provide such a utility should
take this responsibility seriously,
and with reason.
In other words, there are
certain things that people don’t
need. Electricity is not one of
them.
More importantly, the
government should be as
involved as possible. Though
lawmakers had a hand in
establishing the rebate plan,
they should be doing more to
secure the rights of citizens to
maintain a minimal lifestyle – a
lifestyle that includes electricity.
“Our customers have
asked for rate relief and we are
delivering it,” said Stan Ogden,
vice president of customer
service and public relations at
Ameren, in a statement last
month.
Yet not everyone has yet

LYDIA B ARGIELSKI ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Ameren should utilize restraint

received a check. And while
the relief program is based on
good intentions, it is hardly
an endgame for the woes that
have blighted many of the lowincome customers who were hit
the hardest.
It is definitely not a card
to play when more than 2.2

million customers are still
playing catch up to the biggest
electric rate hike in state history.
According to the Business
Week, Ameren made about $7.3
billion in revenue in 2006. It
also estimated the utility giant
would walk with $8.4 billion by
the end of this year.

Any time the words “made”
and “billion” are in one sentence,
it’s hard to find sympathy at the
D E.
Ameren should give people
more time to catch up with the
effects of the rate hike, even if it
means them going a little closer
to the red for a while.

STUDENT COLUMN

Elections: The Ron Paul factor
AARON WOLFE
wolfe86@siu.edu

Something wasn’t adding up.
All indications were that Ron
Paul had won the GOP debate
at the Reagan Library. Poll after
poll had the Texas congressman
thousands of votes ahead of any
other candidate, yet major news
networks weren’t giving him the
time of day.
What should have been the
story of the hour — an obscure
candidate winning the hearts of
Americans across the country
— was either dismissed as a fluke
or completely ignored.
I was incensed, but also willing
to listen to reason. Online polling
is not, of course, a very scientific

or proper way to gauge public
opinion. Multiple voting usually
runs rampant, especially if a group
is particularly enamored with their
candidate.
It is, after all, this dedicated
following that has kept Ron Paul’s
candidacy alive. Just last week it
was reported that the senator had
raised more than $5.3 million in
the third quarter, 70 percent of
which came from online donations.
But I just couldn’t leave the
subject alone. I could not justify
writing off Ron Paul’s success
to a group of loyal supporters
fervently clicking away at an online
poll. And to make sure I wasn’t
becoming rather senile myself, I
began looking into media coverage
of the congressman.
Then something strange began
to happen.

As I shifted through various
polls and debate footage, I began
arriving at conclusions that made
me feel like a paranoid conspiracy
theorist. It was becoming very
clear that television producers
were blatantly and systematically
attempting to derail Ron Paul’s
campaign.
The story begins with the GOP
debate held at the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Library. ABC News
conducted a poll after the event
that asked, “Which Republican
came out on top?” After just
more than 18,000 votes had been
collected, 15,568 Americans had
voted for Ron Paul. The closest
candidate to the congressman was
Mitt Romney with a grand total
of 221.
ABC News contributed Rep.
Paul’s popularity to Internet

activism, but this is problematic
since he also won several polls
that only allowed one vote per IP
address.
The GOP debate at South
Carolina followed the same trend,
but this time the media was out
for blood. The congressman’s
views on foreign policy had stirred
controversy, and FOX News was
ready to pounce.
Imagine their surprise when this
“second-tier” candidate led their
text-message poll for the majority
of the night, slipping behind Mitt
Romney by only 1 percent to finish
in second place.
In his own words, Sean Hannity
asserted that Ron Paul “did not
win that debate.” But not only is
this an inappropriate assertion for
a network that claims to be “fair
and balanced,” it is also completely

neglectful of the national mood.
It is not responsible journalism to
ignore such a sweeping level of
support, especially since Rep. Paul
also won the MSNBC debate poll
by a margin of nearly 60 percent.
He has gone on since to win 14
out of 30 straw polls, collect more
donations from active and veteran
military than any other candidate
and raise more money than John
McCain and Mike Huckabee
combined.
Ron Paul’s popularity is, clearly,
due to more than online activism.
He has struck a chord with an
America that is desperate for
change, and if he is not a factor in
this election, I don’t want to know
who is.
Wolfe is a senior studying
English education.
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“You’re under the lion’s paw once you get your power turned off. ”

Jim Chilsen
spokesman for the Citizens Utility Board
on the shutdown of Ameren customers’ power due to delinquent bills
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The Cellar’s expansion in limbo
Owner waiting for guidelines before building beer garden
Eugene Clark
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The smoking ban could decide
the fate of a recently proposed beer
garden.
On Oct. 2, the City Council
approved a proposal brought by Paul
Stokes, owner of The Cellar, to put
a beer garden outside of his bar.
Whether the addition is actually
built, though, is contingent on the
framework of the statewide smoking ban, which will go into effect
on Jan. 1.
“Everybody is associating the
cigarette ban with this decision, and
this has been in the works for a long,
long time as far as in the back of my
mind,” Stokes said.
Stokes said having a beer garden
is something he has always wanted.
He purchased a building next to The
Cellar with that purpose in mind.
Stokes said he is now in limbo in
terms of getting the project underway. Until the details of the ban are
worked out, Stokes said he is not
sure if he will begin work on the
beer garden.
If one of the premises for the law

is that one is not allowed to smoke in
In addition, the placement of
an open area where a server is pres- the proposed beer garden and lack
ent, Stokes said he would not add of disturbance it would create was
the garden. If patrons can smoke, he another plus, Wissman said.
“Putting the beer garden next
would proceed with the project.
“It’s a shame that I am in this to the railroad track, the chances of
it creating noise
quandary in limbo
with it, because I
in the area is
can’t make a deci- Everybody is associating
pretty remote
sion until I know
due to the noise
how I can make the cigarette ban with this of the trains,”
that decision. I decision, and this has been Wissman said.
mean, it is up to
Rob Keehn,
the state,” Stokes in the works for a long,
planning sersaid.
vices manager
long time as far as in the
for the city of
said
Stokes
regardless of the back of my mind.
Carbondale,
— Paul Stokes
outcome, he still
another
owner of The Cellar said
reason why the
plans to use the
outside space in one way or another. proposal passed was because there
One of his plans is to possibly put in were no issues in regards to zoning
some picnic tables so patrons could laws.
step outside with their drinks and
Keehn said The Cellar is locatstill be on the Cellar’s property.
ed in a planned primary business
Councilman Chris Wissman said district, so there wouldn’t be any
the Council approved the proposal building setbacks. The lack of parkfor many reasons: The owner is run- ing requirements in the district was
ning a good business, and Stokes has another consideration.
a good compliance history and is an
all-around good character, Wissman
Eugene Clark can be reached at 5363311 ext. 263 or eclark@siude.com.
said.
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Terry Clark, chair of marketing at SIUC and director of Barking Dawg Productions, presents
a new marketing strategy for SIUC at Tuesday’s Faculty Senate meeting. The plan will include
advertisements on bus shelters and billboards in both the southern Illinois and Chicago areas. The
university’s marketing budget is about $300,000, a figure that Clark said has limited the school’s
marketing options.

Study: Migraine pill helps some
alcoholics taper off drinking
Carla K. Johnson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — A migraine pill
seems to help alcoholics taper off
their drinking without detox treatment, researchers report, offering a
potential option for a hard-to-treat
problem.
The drug, Topamax, works in a
different way than three other medications already approved for treating
alcoholism.
Experts said the drug is likely to
appeal to heavy drinkers who would
rather seek help from their own
doctors, rather than enter a rehab

clinic to dry out. The drug costs at
least $350 a month, plus the price of
doctor’s visits.
But side effects are a problem,
and it’s unclear whether the findings
will make a dent in an addiction that
affects millions of Americans.
Addiction specialists not involved
in the study said the findings are
promising, although side effects
such as trouble concentrating, tingling and itching caused about one
in five people to drop out of the
study. Drowsiness and dizziness are
also problems.
“The size of the treatment effect
is larger than in most of the other

medications we’ve seen,” said Dr.
Mark Willenbring of the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism. “And all the drinking
variables changed in the right direction.”
The study, published in
Wednesday’s Journal of the
American Medical Association, was
funded by the maker of the drug,
Johnson & Johnson Inc.’s OrthoMcNeil Neurologics. The researchers also reported financial ties to the
company. Ortho-McNeil reviewed
the manuscript, but did not change
the results or interpretation, the
researchers reported.
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Dilley said those recommendations prompted the idea of a minor.
“Part of this is seeing how feasible
a minor would be, how specifically
it would work, what the component
parts would be and how to be as
inclusive and representative of the
curricular offerings as we can,” Dilley
said.
Interested faculty members are
offered workshops on how to transition from simply offering a special
topic class to making that class part
of a minor or certificate program.
Dilley said they are teaching faculty
how to fill out forms, what committees look for and how to go about
this in the best way for their department and college.
“Getting a certificate means you
have completed a certain number of
courses in a particular topic area and
the institution certifies that you have
some content knowledge within that
area,” he said.
In order to offer a minor, classes
must be listed as ongoing courses in
the university’s catalogue and have
designated faculty teaching them,
Dilley said.
The group is currently surveying
all universities in North America
that offer GLBT programs to gather
ideas for SIUC’s program.
“It’s really going to come together
in a great multidisciplinary approach
that draws from the highlights of
all the other programs that we’ve
found,” Dilley said. “It’s going to
have academic rigor and cohesion
and most importantly, because of the
work of all the faculty at these meetings, it’s going to have the kind of
institutional support from the faculty
that it needs to last long after any of
us are here.”
Brandy Oxford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or boxford@siu.edu

WINE
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“It preserves the right to ship
wine, within the state, to individual customers, and it also preserves the right for the smaller
wineries to be able to continue
to self-distribute to the retail
shops,” he said.
One of the state representatives that sponsored the bill, Dan
Reitz, D-Sparta, said the bill is a
compromise and was drafted to
clarify state law.
“We had worked on similar
legislation a year before. It was
more of an off-shoot of a court
case that kind of jeopardized
distribution the way we do it in
Illinois, so we needed clarification of that,” he said. “In the end
it was an agreement between the
wine industry and distributors to
try and clarify Illinois law.”
The court case was Granholm
v. Heald, a case that went to the
U.S. Supreme Court in 2004.
Renzaglia said the case was a
conflict of state commerce when
a winery tried to ship its product
out-of-state.
“If you allow an in-state winery to ship within your state,
then you need to allow out-ofstate winery to ship within your
state,” he said. “The commerce
law says you cannot prefer instate businesses to out-of-state
businesses.”
The decision stipulated that
states must decide if they will
allow wineries to ship into their
state. It said if out-of-state wineries could not ship to a certain state, than in-state wineries
could not ship within the state
either, Renzaglia said.
“It really is up to the state,”
he said. “I’m grateful that Illinois
allowed us to continue to ship
in-state, but that also means we

have to allow out-of-state wineries to ship in-state.”
Renzaglia said shipping to
customers is vital for wineries in
southern Illinois because they are
separated from the customers.
“We’re in a very rural area, and
shipping has become an integral
part of our business and marketing because we’re so rural,” he
said. “People might come down
from Chicago and visit one time
and want your wine again, and
they’d have to come down here
again if we could not ship.”
Brad Genung, owner of Owl
Creek Vineyard in Cobden, said
the aspect dealing with distribution protects both wineries and
distributors. The bill says wineries that produce less than 24,000
gallons of wine can self-distribute, and larger operations must
go through distributors.
“It’s a good bill; it protects
the distributors, and on the same
token it leaves an open window
for the wineries to grow and
to thrive in this area,” Genung
said.
Genung said distributors are
not interested in small wineries’ products because they are
not well known. The bill allows
smaller operations to sell their
product directly to retailers at
wholesale price.
“That way you can build up
a network of sorts to carry your
wine, and at a certain point be
interesting for a distributor to
work with,” he said. “It’s kind of
a natural progression of growth
as you build your wholesale business as a winery.”
About 90 percent of the states
wineries produce 24,000 gallons
or less, Renzaglia said.
Danny Wenger can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 258 or dwenger@siu.
edu.
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“It’s always easy to vote to put
projects in your district ... but it was
not as beneficial to actually raise the
money to spend,” Luechtefeld said.
The senate must approve an
increase in the debt ceiling for the
state to issue high-priced bonds
associated with construction projects. The proposed increase would
take the current maximum of nearly $27.7 billion to just less than $36
billion.
“There’s a level of uncertainty
right now about the revenue. We’ll
know more after this Oct.17 hearing,” Gross said.
Poshard said he has already
started speaking with state representatives, who are waiting for
House Speaker Michael Madigan,
D-Chicago, to schedule a vote on
the bills.
“Overall, they are positive
toward getting this bill passed, but
they also know that it’s got a long
way to go,” Poshard said.

David Newmyer, a chairman
for the aviation program, said the
school has been planning new
facilities since 1997. Due to the
increase in construction prices after
Hurricane Katrina, the proposal
is becoming more expensive than
originally drawn out, Newmyer
said.
“Nobody really expected
Hurricane Katrina to do what it
did to construction costs. It’s been
a shock to all of us, but we’re working on it and adjusting to make the
budget work,” Newmyer said.
The transportation and education building would also move the
automotive technology program
out of barracks built in 1938.
Poshard said he requested the
Board of Trustees give him authority to sell bonds for improvements
to current facilities. There have
been no plans of using the potential
funds for updating existing buildings at this time.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at 5363311 ext. 274 or barton.lorimor@siude.com.

Clinton proposes 401(k)s
— with federal matching
Nedra Pickler

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

W EB S T ER C I T Y, Iowa
— Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton
proposed tax cuts of up to $1,000
a year on Tuesday to encourage
millions of working-age families
to open personal 401(k) retirement accounts.
The New York senator said
the program would be paid for
through higher estate taxes.
At the same time, Clinton said
she has given up another idea for

a savings incentive — giving every
baby born in the United States a
$5,000 account to pay for college
or a first home.
Instead, she said, her plan
for what she called “American
Retirement Accounts” will provide
“universal access to a generous
401(k) for all Americans.”
She outlined a program in
which the government would provide a “matching refundable tax
credit — dollar for dollar — for
the first $1,000 of savings done by
every married couple making up
to $60,000 a year.”
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Girls and Sports

Pulse

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black

Today’s Birthday. You’re very
inquisitive this year, and very intelligent. Learn how to do something
nobody’s ever done before.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Sudoku

To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
— Today is a 7 — The lesson the
New Moon conveys is “You’re Not In
This Alone.” Let people help. Lighten
your load and increase your effectiveness.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —
Today is a 7 — There’s plenty of
work. Hurry and do it and gather the
ample rewards. Stash away provisions for the winter. You love a full
pantry.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) —
Today is a 9 — This New Moon
marks a transition into a new phase.
The promises made now will last,
and the partnerships will produce
results. Visualize your goals as happening, and proceed.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) —
Today is a 6 — Don’t feel the tiniest
twinge of guilt if you want to hide
out all day. Use your considerable
talent to find a way.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today
is an 8 — It’s not only luck that’s
involved. Your odds improve enormously the more you know about
your subject. Don’t be lazy; study.

By The Mepham Group

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Today is an 8 — You can make lots
of money from the privacy of your
own home. “How”, you ask? You’ll
have to choose. The possibilities
appear endless.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) —
Today is a 9 — All of a sudden
everything seems to make perfect
sense. Your studies are paying off.
You’re learning the material.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) —
Today is a 6 — Finishing old projects
is a great source of revenue. Tune up
your old stuff and sell it. You’ll make
more than expected.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is an 8 — Dig deep for a
worthy cause. It puts a slight strain
on your budget, but it looks like
this is as good for you as it is for the
other folks.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
— Today is a 5 — You always have
to be telling the truth, but you don’t
always have to be telling it. In other
words, don’t offer comments until
asked.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
— Today is an 8 — The more you
venture outside your comfort zone,
the more comfortable you get with
adventure. It’s a wonderful thing.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Today is a 5 — Paperwork probably
isn’t your favorite thing to do. Get
yourself a cup of tea and pretend it’s
loads of fun. That ought to get you at
least halfway through the stack.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

TIFED
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

RELIN
© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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VIKONE
www.jumble.com

POWDLE

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Hypnotist’s
directive
6 Wise guy
10 Musher’s ride
14 Indian drums
15 In a short time
16 Rubik’s toy
17 Studio sign
18 Beaks
19 UAR word
20 Two stars of talk
23 Susan of “L.A.
Law”
24 Loser to DDE
25 Falseness
29 Epidermal
opening
31 Opening
34 Large ape,
briefly
35 “Rule Britannia”
composer
36 Perry’s creator
37 Two stars of
newspapers
40 Ballpark figs.
41 Contends
42 “Beau __”
43 __ Moines, IA
44 Slob’s creation
45 Major arteries
46 Letters on
cameras
47 Curator’s forte

A: HE
Yesterday’s

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
48 Two stars of
films
56 Strong wind
57 Author Bagnold
58 City in Tuscany
59 Robert of “The
Sopranos”

60 Diminutive
ending
61 Exams
62 Ranked
competitor
63 Prognosticator
64 Hide away

DOWN
1 Sm. runway
aircraft
2 Daily Planet
reporter
3 Abba of Israel

25
26
27
28
29
30

Fiorucci of
fashion
Ideal model
Pitcher Koufax
Once more
Mongolian
desert
Trapper
Operation
reminders
Angler’s decoy
Online auction
site
Coming-out gal
Bottom line
Charge for
services
Medicated
Irregularly
notched
Plays’ players
Eve’s grandson
Uses a lever
Change for a
five

31 Ground grain
32 Prince Valiant’s
wife
33 Tyrant
flycatcher
35 Hertz rival
36 Always
38 Supervises
39 Conceited ones
44 Jan. honoree
45 Biblical vessel
46 Bergen’s
Mortimer
47 European viper
48 Irwin of golf
49 On the quiet
side
50 Poker fee
51 Dark time in ads
52 Set out to lose
53 __ Verde
National Park
54 Picnic pests
55 Poet Ogden
56 WWII soldiers

THE

“

”

(Answers tomorrow)
COLON
JUNKET
RABBIT
Jumbles: SUITE
Answer: What the gas station owner said when he was
swamped with business — “TANKS” A LOT

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says
Blue Man Group
comes to SIUC
Thursday!
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Carlton’s voice a sweet serenade

seems to have written from her heart
and life experiences.
Vanessa Carlton
“Nolita Fairy
“Heroes and Thieves”
Release date: Oct. 9, 2007
tale,” the first single,
Record Label: The Inc. Records
begins the album
www.vanessacarlton.com
with a bright, pop
feel. This track is
Songbird Vanessa Carlton returns a jazzy, syncopatwith her third studio album, a record ed song in which
that showcases the singer’s unique Carlton tells of
blend of pop, jazz and poetry sound.
the fairy tale life
“Heroes and Thieves” builds upon she’s seeking in her
Carlton’s former successful albums but Manhattan neighdoesn’t offer much in the way of new, borhood of Nolita.
groundbreaking material for her fans.
T h o u g h
With “Heroes and Thieves,” “Heroes”
does
Carlton was more experimental and possess some love
Carlton
took more risks as a performer, but the songs,
album seems to be riding on the suc- approaches the subcess of its predecessor, “Harmonium.”
ject with a deeper
Fans of Carlton’s soothing voice, and more mature
poetic lyrics and sometimes calming, stance than the typical pop artist. In
sometimes pop-ish piano lines will “Come Undone,” Carlton sings, “I’m
be quick to embrace the new album. a special lover sometimes but you
Many of the tracks are reminiscent of only touch a ghost. I’m a sycophantic
earlier hits “A Thousand
courtier with an elegant
Miles” and “Ordinary
repost. Needless to say,
Day,” successfully comyou’re the one that I
bining Carlton’s strong
need the most, cause
3 out of 5 stars
vocals and piano prothe only one I come
ficiency.
undone for is you.”
Carlton’s aptitude for song writing
Stevie Nicks lends her earthy alto
is apparent in this new album; she voice to “The One,” a subtle blend of

Audra Ord

DAILY EGYPTIAN

PROVIDED P HOTO

harmonies that emphasizes both artists’ vocal talents.
“Heroes and Thieves” successfully
showcases Carlton’s strengths as a lyricist, vocalist and pianist. Fans of this
songbird will appreciate this newest
collection of her soothing songs, but
those looking for a more experimental
album from Carlton may be disappointed.
Audra Ord can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 275 or at aord@siude.com.

See what the Pulse team has to say about the new CD releases out in October! Check out:

siuDE.com
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Salukis stuck in second
Men finish second
for third time
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Last season, the SIU men’s golf
team finished fourth in the Missouri
Valley Conference, but this week it was
the best team in the MVC.
The Salukis took second place
for the third time this season when
they finished at the D.A. Weibring
Intercollegiate with a score of 14-overpar Monday. The 11-team tournament
was held on the course of previouslyreigning MVC Champion, Illinois
State.
The Salukis finished ahead of all
of the other competing MVC teams
— Illinois State, Creighton, Northern
Iowa, Evansville and Bradley. They
also defeated Cincinnati, which took
first place in the Cleveland State
Invitational that SIU competed in earlier in the fall.
Sophomore Blake Driskell said the
team surprised some people with its
performance.
“The guy I played with from Illinois
State, his coach actually told their team
he believes we are the team to beat
in the Missouri Valley,” Driskell said.
“He didn’t even mention (preseason
favorite) Wichita State. He said us, so I
thought that was quite the honor.”
University of Illinois dominated
the par-70, 6,681-yard course, finishing first place with a team score of
3-under-par — 17 strokes better than
the second-place Salukis.
Driskell and the rest of the Salukis
each finished in the top 20. Driskell
finished in a tie for 14th place with

EVANS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

The two big receptions by Evans
were on slant routes, which he said
the coaches called for because the
Penguins kept blitzing their cornerbacks.
Evans said he slowed his running
up to give Hill time to make the pass,
something Hill said Evans did well.
“He really feels his routes well,”
Hill said.
Anderson said Evans’ best qualities
as a receiver are his physical and mental strength, as he is mature and can
bench-press more than 350 pounds.
However, Evans needs to work on
keeping a high concentration level, run
blocking and route running, Anderson

VOLLEYBALL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

Winkeler said the players’
absences hurt the lineup and the
Salukis are still adjusting to the

T HOMAS B ARKER ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Senior captain Matt Ellis watches his drive during practice
Friday. Ellis and the Salukis finished second at the D.A. Weibring
Intercollegiate in Normal Monday.
teammates Matt Ellis and Todd
Obergoenner. All three improved their
scores each round and finished at 6over-par.
Driskell also said he felt he could
have played better, but his putting is
what saved him in the last round of
play when he shot even-par.
Ellis said he played the ball
extremely well during his last round
when he finished 2-under-par, but
his ball striking was not where he
wanted it.
SIU coach Leroy Newton said even
when someone struggles, the team is
able to rally around each other.
“If someone doesn’t shoot so well,
somebody is always there to pick him
up,” Newton said. “Everyone contributes on this team, and they don’t mind
who steps up.”
Sophomore Jordan Cox was the
one to lead the team this tourna-

ment, as he finished in 10th place at
3-over-par. Ellis said Cox appears to
be performing at full capacity again
after missing a Sept. 25 tournament
and struggling last tournament with
an illness.
The Salukis will finish their fall
season Monday when they compete in
the Skyhawk Classic in Paris, Tenn.
Driskell said he is not content with
what the Salukis have accomplished
and wants to end the fall with a firstplace finish.
“I don’t know about the rest of the
guys, but I am getting tired of second
place,” Driskell said. “I think with the
competition that is going to be there,
we should go out there and win this
last one.”

said.
“He was here all summer and got
a chance to learn the system, and then
it was just a fact of getting him into
practice and letting him go and letting
him learn the college game,” Anderson
said. “He’s done a great job of picking
things up.”
Evans caught six passes for 93
yards in SIU’s 24-17 win against the
Penguins, stepping in for Alan Turner,
the Salukis’ leading receiver so far this
season.
“He’s a big playmaker on this
team,” Evans said of Turner. “He’s a
fifth-year senior. The coaches took me
aside, told me that I needed to keep it
up and stay in it, so I just kept my head
focused and got after it.”
Turner, a senior, left with an injury

during the second quarter, and did not
return. As a result, Turner finished the
day with no receptions, breaking his
streak of 32 games with at least one
catch.
Kill said Turner is questionable for
Saturday’s game at No. 2 Northern
Iowa (5-0, 1-0 Gateway), but he’s confident in Evans regardless of whether
Turner takes the field.
“Anybody we put in there, we
expect them to play well,” Kill said.
“We train them well all year, and
whether they’re freshman, sophomore,
whatever, if we got the confidence of
putting them on the field, we expect
them to play well.”

change.
Winkeler credits backup setter
junior Erika Bartruff and freshman
middle blocker Jasmine Conner
with making a good transition on
short notice.
The Salukis will take to the road

Friday to face MVC rival Northern
Iowa in Cedar Falls, Iowa, and
then head to Peoria to face Bradley
Saturday.

Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 238 or jengel@siu.edu.

Scott Mieszala can be reached at 5363311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.

Megan Kramper can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 282 or megkramp@siu.edu
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
Jerry Kill

Yankees owner George Steinbrenner recently said manager Joe Torre’s job is on the
line if New York were to lose the ALDS against the Indians, which they did Monday. Should
Torre be fired?
“The Bronx Bombers missed the World
Series for the fourth straight year, and haven’t
won it all since 2000. That’s not acceptable
for a team with a payroll bigger than NASA’s
Voyager project. As far as who would take
over, I wouldn’t be surprised if Steinbrenner
dug up Billy Martin and rehired him for the
eighth time.”

SEAN MCGAHAN
mcgahan
@siu.edu

“Well, I guess the Steinbrenner that
everyone older than 35 or watched ‘The
Bronx is Burning’ knew is back. I don’t know
if he ever looked like a clean-shaven Al
Borland, but that’s not the point. Maybe
Steinbrenner is trying to spark the Yankees
by changing things up, but that’s probably
not the best move. So no.”

MEGAN KRAMPER
mkramper
@siude.com

SCOTT MIESZALA

“

I was even yelling at the
clock keeper to get the
damn clock running faster.
We’re at home, you know.”
— Head coach Jerry Kill
on the final seconds of the Salukis’ nailbiting 24-17 Homecoming victory against
Youngstown State Saturday.

smieszala
@siude.com

“Well in order to be a Yankee, you have
to win championships. And it’s been 7 years
since Torre has managed to do so. I think the
real question isn’t whether to fire Torre or to
revamp the line up. I’ll say Torre’s got to go.”

GUEST COMMENTATOR : NICK HILL
“I don’t think he should be. Some people, at the beginning of
the playoffs, were talking about how he should be manager of the
year because he got his team out of the hole. But that’s a tough
town to manage in. If you’re not winning championships, you’re
not doing the job. (But) he doesn’t go out there and not get hits or
anything like that, so I think he should be the manager.”
-SIU football’s senior quarterback

?

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

SALUKI BULLETIN BOARD
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BANTER, page 15: Should Yankees
manager Joe Torre be fired?
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FOOTBALL

Freshman brushes it off

Little
leaguers
need to
grow up
SEAN MCGAHAN
mcgahan
@siu.edu

Freshman
wide receiver
Jeff Evans
shakes off a
defender during
Saturday’s
24-17 win over
Youngstown
State. Evans
stepped in after
an injury to senior
Alan Turner to
lead the team
with 93 yards.
J AMES D URBIN
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Evans overcomes
drop and delivers
key receptions
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

When Jeff Evans dropped a crucial third down pass with the score
tied 17-17 against Youngstown State
in the fourth quarter, the play was

out of his mind once the ball hit the
ground.
Evans, a freshman wide receiver
on the SIU football team, would
go on minutes after the drop to
catch two passes for 51 yards on the
No. 7 Salukis’ winning drive against
Youngstown State on Oct. 6.
“Basically, if you don’t forget
about it, you’ll keep making the same
mistake, and you don’t want that,”
Evans said. “They’ll pull you off the
field because you need to do your job,
so you just got to forget about it.”
Evans said wide receivers coach

Brian Anderson told him “little ception of the season against
things make big things happen” dur- Youngstown State, so he knows
ing the game, and Anderson said one the importance of putting mistakes
of those little things was missing on behind him.
Evans’ dropped pass.
The interception was out of
Evans’ elbows were too low, Hill’s mind once he got to the
Anderson said, so he told the fresh- sidelines, he said.
man to get his elbows higher and
“If you let those things linger
he’ll make the next catch.
on and stay in your mind, then
SIU quarterback Nick Hill said if you’re probably going to throw
given the chance to run that play over another one or you’re not going
again, he’d make the same throw to to be as sharp,” Hill said. “Those
Evans because he knows he’d make things are going to happen.”
the catch.
Hill also threw his first inter- See EVANS, Page 14

VOLLEYBALL

Salukis lack defense
SEMO drops SIU 3-1
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After facing stiff Missouri Valley
Conference foes the last few weeks, the SIU
volleyball team was unable to capitalize in a
game they were favored to win.
The Salukis (11-8 overall, 3-4 Missouri
Valley Conference) dropped a non-conference matchup against Southeast Missouri
State (10-10 overall, 5-4 Ohio Valley conference) in four games — 30-26, 26-30,
20-30, 30-32.
The Salukis have struggled with the lack
of intensity to begin games, and the tendency seemed to plague the team the moment
they walked into Houck Fieldhouse.
Sophomore middle blocker Marina
Medic said the team felt sluggish when
they arrived and came out slow, allowing
the Redhawks to thrive with their typical
slow-paced style.
“We played at their level and we didn’t
play as scrappy as they did, and they kind of
took the momentum and were more confi-

dent than we were,” Medic said.
Junior libero Kristy Elswick led the
team with 15 digs and freshman outside hitter Jennifer Berwanger contributed
14 kills while sophomore middle blocker
Chandra Roberson added 12. However,
none of the stats were able to overcome
SEMO’s attack.
Roberson said coming into the match
the Salukis expected to take home the easy
victory and were upset by the team’s poor
play.
“It was very disappointing and we came
in and underestimated them because we
considered them a team we should have
beat,” Roberson said.
Coach Brenda Winkeler said the Salukis
inability to get solid blocking hurt SIU as
the team struggled defensively.
“We just couldn’t get the ball on system
very much and didn’t do a good job defensively,” Winkeler said.
The Salukis had to deal with an injury-riddled roster. Right side hitter Kristie
Berwanger was lost to illness last week while
setter Brooklyn Robbins was out with an
injury sustained against Drake on Oct. 5.
See VOLLEYBALL, Page 14

Sophomore
middle
blocker
Marina Medic
goes up for a
block against
Creighton
Oct. 6. The SIU
volleyball team
lost 3-1 against
Southeast
Missouri State
Tuesday.
J AMES D URBIN
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Remember the kids who would
substitute good sportsmanship for
snappy one-liners when it came time
to routinely slap hands with the opposition after a little league game?
Apparently they haven’t changed,
though they have traded in their polyester pants and size 6 cleats for oversized replica jerseys and foam fingers.
The salty little-league kid was
immortalized in Richard Linklater’s
“Dazed and Confused,” an ode to
youth culture in the late 1970s. The
film featured a scene with middle
school little leaguers who said “yeah
right” instead of “good game” during
the age-old postgame tradition.
Though the bell-bottom jeans and
southern rock anthems of the film
have since gone by the wayside, bad
sportsmanship has proven to be more
than a passing fad.
After SIU’s thrilling 24-17
Homecoming
victory
against
Youngstown State, one such former
little leaguer made his presence known
as the defeated Penguin players walked
off the field at McAndrew Stadium.
“You guys suck,” was the newest brilliant quip this red-in-the-face,
maroon-adorned fan could muster.
After a grueling, two-hour battle
in 90-degree October heat, one of
the 60-plus Youngstown players could
have easily given in to the heckler,
who loomed bravely atop the 20-foot
concrete wall and fence that separated
him from his targets.
Not a single one did.
And when one disgruntled, 240pound Penguin looked as if he was
about to respond, his teammate muttered, “C’mon, we’re better than that.”
If a Youngstown State player can
show class after a gritty, sweat-spilling
beating at the hands of his opponent,
a Saluki fan must learn to do the same
after a few Budweisers.
This is not to say fans and players
can’t heckle one another. After all, a
lively banter between those with split
loyalties is a cornerstone of fandom.
But when the play clock expires, it’s
time to move on to the next opponent
— not time to stick around and rub
it in, as was the case at a local bar the
next night after a thrilling Bears win.
If Brian Urlacher and Bret Favre
can embrace after a heated Sunday
night battle, a Chicago fan in a blue
“54” jersey and a cheese head in a green
“4” replica should not have to be held
back from coming to blows.
Sports fans should show the class
in the stands their favorite players
— provided they are not Ron Artest,
Milton Bradley, Marcus Vick, etc.
— show on the playing field.
If not, they are doomed to live their
lives dazed and confused in the little
leagues of the world.

